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A note from the editors...
Sapphic Writers is a collective of women and non-binary people who all
share a mutual sapphic experience. This collective came together to give
people a space to release their creative energies, seek out advice, and
find a safe community free of judgement and prejudice.
The Sapphic Writers team first conceived this Zine’s theme at a time when
the world was at a stand-still. While the population was implored by its
leaders to stay home and save lives, the Sapphic Writers team thought to
the future, a world beyond our current circumstances. A time where we
could start fresh, do right by our planet and our neighbours, and strive for
a better, kinder world. As things begin to resemble some sense of
normality, we would like to remind all our readers to be kind and go
forward creating a world you want to see. Our second zine focuses on the
theme of ‘emergence’, interpreted in several ways by a group of incredibly
talented writers.
If this is your first time here, welcome! You can keep up with everything
we do via the links at the end of our zine. We have a website, Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook page, and Facebook group where you can keep up to
date with all our latest endeavours, including potential publishing
opportunities and creative workshops.

Love,

The Sapphic Writers team
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Closeness

CN: Loneliness, pandemic

by Alice Godber
That's when it hit me
We've deprived ourselves of it for so long
How can we learn again?
I don't think I noticed until now
I just want to be heard, talk to me, hold me
I don't know where to start
This is going to take some time
I want to go back to a time before
Maybe if I close my eyes and dream
Will it ever be the same again?
We were so blissfully unaware
So much time spent lonely
Now we can see what was missing
We will have to learn again
Closeness.
\

Alice Godber (she/her) is a 21 year old artist and poet from Beverley in
East Yorkshire. She is the founder of the YADA YADA NOISE which is a
platform for creatives in Hull and the surrounding areas. A lot of her art
and poetry focuses around her journey of grief, using creativity to heal
and express emotions.

Alice Godber

The New World
by Arianna Sebo
Squeaks and squawks
toots and boots
whistles and caws
crows and ropes
dirt and dust
footrests and footholds
paws and hooves
laughter and snorts
giggles and grunts
the Old West and the New West
the South and the East
the wars and the felonies
the heroes and the deceased
peace and war
the New World

CN: Mention of war

Esraa Husain

CN: Sexual connotations

An Earth Without People
by Arianna Sebo

Let me take you to an Earth without people
where we will play
your bodies entwined
thousands of feet down
where I will love your body like it’s my country
I could never know satisfaction with you
always wanting more
channel my energy into your loving ocean
your house and home
you’re not easy
you’re a queen of a different order
your $100 moans
this is a love poem and I’m not going to mention the sky
bring the excitement level higher and higher
I keep my eyes on the prize
easy access to your lap
see what’s really going on behind your mounts
your body’s been hijacked
a No Woman’s land
you’ve abandoned your defences
I bring you to warmer water
opening frontiers of light

senses take lots of heat and hard knocks
stay independent
like a welded steel mountain
warming to the law of your lips, your back
to keep your company filled
the levees are patched up, but the flood risk remains high
I detect your gravitational waves
An ear for spacetime
pieces of a paranoid past

\
Arianna Sebo (she/her) is a queer poet and writer living in Southern
Alberta with her husband, pug, and five cats. Her poetry can be found in
Kissing Dynamite, The Coachella Review, Front Porch Review, Capsule
Stories, and Lucky Jefferson. Follow her at AriannaSebo.com and
@AriannaSebo on Twitter and Instagram.

Courtney Morris

here, and
by Chloe Erin
i will not love quietly!
love is loud and should be
heard at higher decibels
than, say, jealousy or rage
no matter how the laser
focused passing strangers
superzoom to fingers
and, bewildered, search
for explanations in our
bodies that we do not
even owe ourselves
if i, back when, had heard
somebody loving like my
heart had just begun to love
there would have been no
doubting any of its aches
leading my mind astray to
run amok with wondering
if every time i looked out it
was painted on my guilty face

for those to come, i wave
a flag of love above my
head, touching the sky, with
all the glitter i can give i’m soon to be “her wife”, a
summer saturday next year,
so then and now, always, i’ll
shout what we have long
deserved to hear, subtitled,
with my volume maximised:
your love is real and here it is
in me

\
chloe erin (she/her) is a depressed virgo, disaster dyke and
#actuallyautistic, but wait: there's so much more. she writes for a living, is
almost done with her masters dissertation and occasionally finds a
moment to jot some poetry down for herself. she's most recently
published online with Heads Above The Waves, Women Are Boring and
Nawr Magazine and if you want to see more of her work, you can find her
on instagram at @chlo.etry or via twitter @duloxequeen :-)

Izabela Cios

Maybe
by Divyanshi Dash
Maybe
We will meet again
When the touch is pious
And my breath can linger on your ear for as long is it wants to
When the alcohol is only on our tongues
And in the glasses we hold
When our arms are to caress each other and not to measure the
feet between us
Maybe
We will meet again
On the beach
To sleep on the sand
Under the sky just to count the stars
My hand will look for yours, after days of yearning,
And will not be afraid to hug it

Maybe
We will meet again
On the balcony of a café we used to avoid
And we will end up playing jenga with another couple in love
My leg will trace yours, after months of longing,
And will not be afraid to embrace it
Maybe
We will meet again
When the sorrow is a little less treacherous
When the pain is just in you and in me
When our love will unleash the desire to meet

\
A monochromatic leaves enthusiast, Divyanshi (she/her) is an 18 year
old girl who believes in love and kindness the most. She is an
intersectional feminist who devotes a lot of time to writing and reading
poetry. She is a contributor at Women's Republic. She's often found
journaling if not ranting about feminism and what it takes to be a queer
woman.

Esraa Husain

The sign says: "Small
Noisy Wheel"

CN: Pandemic,
hospitals, wildfires

by Duna Haller

“outside I watch the woodpeckers swarming at the feeder in the snow
outside you give me one of those looks I give it to ya right back” Alyssa
Kai

I spin the small noisy wheel one time and another
I'm one, little, unsatisfied, paper-made, no not forest I'm a lot I'm
uncertain again
and it doesn't disappear
The fear
This is the third time I'm entering the white building of the firelights and
I don't know what I feel or what
to feel and I see myself and dissolve myself
And fall by myself I think I understand - a little bit more - people who
kiss in the middle of wildfires
Cause the urge of my breasts grows towards your sacrum sliding
I'm hiding
Again, seeing them and the 'fires makes me afraid cause I don't know
what they'll think of me or my scars
and they all smile when the world appears again
pure spectacle
of the city of the sand
and the void

Sentinel looks
We repeat (to myself) that these things happy-happen,
the kind of things that rub my eyes and make me feel we're outside,
vulnerable, ashy, these bodies
happen,
I don't believe it, grandpa, I don't believe I understand it... These
people, on the TV, at the edge of the catastrophe, and then what?
I don't know, I don't remember.

\
Duna Haller is a sapphic poet, writer, musician, journalist and collagist
from Madrid, Spain, part of @heartsparkpress and @comicwatchhq ,
whose work focuses on mental health and LGBT+ activism and
survivorship.

Duna Haller

CN: Pandemic, poverty,
mention of police

Mirror Image Future
by Emrys Mordin
When All This Is Over (Capitalism)
When all this is over
The world will go back to the way it was
Basking in the freedom of normality
A sense of commonplaceness
Typical, routinelike, orderly
When all this is over
We’ll drive our massive cars and we’ll
Go on massive shopping sprees and we’ll
Jump in massive plans and we’ll
Make a massive fucking mess
When all this is over
The politicians will be forgiven and
The big businesses will reopen and
The little businesses will sink
(As the poverty rates soar)
When all this is over
We cannot go back to the way we were
We cannot bask in the normality
We cannot be commonplace
We cannot be complicit

When all this is over
Remember what the politicians did
Remember how the police treated us
Remember the people we lost
But remember that hope is not gone
When all this is over
Fight for a better tomorrow
Go in guns blazing
Hold onto your anger
You’ll need it for a peaceful future
-When All This Is Over (the revoultion)
When all this is over
Things will start to change
Basking in a world without cops
A sense of a new vision
Exciting, fresh, anarchist
When all this is over
We’ll have accessible buses and we’ll
Think about what we buy and we’ll
Keep supporting our communities and we’ll
Take care of ourselves and each other

When all this is over
The politicians will be hanging their heads
The economy will change it’s way
The people will rebuild together
(As everyone is given security)
When all this is over
We will start with new beginnings
We will start to love in new ways
We will start a new way of living
We will start to hope
When all this is over
Remember what the politicians did
Remember how the police treated us
Remember the people we lost
But remember that hope is not gone
When all this is over
We will win the fight for a better tomorrow
We won’t need our guns
We will let go of our anger
And we will love our peaceful future
\
Emrys Mordin (they/them) lives in Rutherglen, Scotland with their
partner and two cats. A proud non binary lesbian with a background in
community activism, Emrys' current work encompasses communities,
theatre and writing. With a strong focus on bringing people together, they
use arts as a tool for radical change. When not working, they can be
found curled up with a cat, a hot chocolate and a good book.
Catch up with their work on Instagram, Facebook and their website.

Amy Barton

EPIPHANY
by Ezra Stripe
Never before
Has wood crumbled to ash beneath my hands.
I had grown adjusted to the darkness,
My eyes saw only shapes in the brooding past.
I was content.
I had given up, fallen to my knees,
Laid my broken body to rest.
I fell into the lake, sank like a stone,
Saw no need to swim, and
My forest aged and decayed around me.
The hurt tied up in these trees sheltered me.
My eyes were forced open by blinding light,
The water vibrated, echoed, resonated
As I rose from the lake, a spectre
Dressed in flesh and bone, arms
Extended skyward, like a prayer for rain.
I am scattered in light, skin
Laced with perfection, quivering stars
Dancing on my naked breast.

CN: Mental health

I walk to the land, dry.
I had died, and now
I am alive again, blessed by light
Which shines through the cracks of the age-old trees.
I have never seen them this clearly before.
I have never felt the grain of the wood before.
I notice that I glow now. My naked body seems
So empty of hurt, the cuts turned to scars.
I am different from the lonely girl
Whose rotting trees decorate this landscape.
I glance upwards.
The starlight is gone; clouds grace the sky.
My heart doesn't sink,
I am fine. I know how to take the steps.
Forget falling to my knees; I wipe this slate clean.
I climb to the top of these worthless trees.
Forget being tied to my foundations; I stand tall.
I grasp at the sky, swing my arms wide.
The trees crumble beneath me.
The bad falls to ash, the seeds
Replant themselves in me.
And I tumble to the ground,
Starlight clasped loosely between my hands.

\
Ezra Stripe (they/them) is a disabled parent who collects diagnoses like
Pokémon cards. Married to a beautiful woman. Autistic mental
archaeologist. Loves make up, sharks, cereal, planes and oceans.

Robyn Watt

Katy Perry's Confession
by Gayle Smith
Katy Perry's Confession
was a global hit
all over the world sending messages of hope
to a generation of girls
that if they did like kissing girls
or even just wanted to try it then
they didn't need to deny themselves
to chance to dance
they could take the risk
and taste different lipsticks
without worrying about sin
it opened doors
for those who may have been afraid
to express themselves
in ways that Madonna did
without ever revealing it in song
she let them know
it wasn't so wrong
and they shouldn't need to hide it away from the world

Katy's confession let a generation of girls realise
that girls will be girls
and sometimes they will be girls with other girls
and enjoy the taste of desire
in ways that no man will understand

\
Gayle Smith (she/her) is a Trans Woman and a poet who has been
published in collections in print and online. She co-hosts the long running
monthly Words And Music night with her close friend Jen Hughes which
they are currently running as an online event due to Covid19 restrictions.

Courtney Morris

4:30am / 6:30am
by Hannah George
And for this briefly eternal moment in time we love each other
I watch you sleeping through my screen
A portal to another world
Morning light pours over your skin
One arm flung out
An eyebrow twitches
Your face is peaceful
The screen glitches and shatters you into a million pixels
Are those seagulls calling from my window or yours?
The rustle of covers permeates between our separate beds
Inhabiting a dreamscape where we long our bodies together
Communing through cyberspace
Our hands are ethereal in the shared glow of our screens
Just out of reach
What does it mean to touch another person
To hold them in the mind of your eye
Did I wake you up last night or did I dream that?
You ask as we stretch and split into the new day.

Robyn Watt

CN: Connotations of drowning

Coastal Processes
by Hannah George

Conflict erodes me
Moulding my edges
Abrasion allows for the creation of new shorelines
The salt dissolves my identification
The tide changes : an inescapable force
I watch the shifting sands of my self swirl away
Relentless waves pound against me
Exposing cracks in my structure
The tide changes : the sea flattens
I am what is left
Rugged and raw
I take shelter in my caves
Their warmth and darkness
Receding and receding
The water rushes in
I surrender to its silent freedom
And I am washed away again

\
Hannah George (she/her) is a collector of moments, memories, feelings
and fleeting thoughts in all forms, poetic and beyond.

Esraa Husain

Hold Me Still
by Izabela Cios
What is this peace I’m feeling
Uncertain of the repercussions of such a
Bliss
Caught in the midst of jumbled up thoughts
Standing still
Dissolved
Like the kiss goodbye
Still unwashed from my skin
This drive in my body
the heat in my chest
this excitement of neurones shooting through my brain
scattered blood running havoc in my veins
Hold me closer
Ballet dancer
Hold me still
\
Izabela Cios (she/her) was born in Poland and moved to U.K. over 15
years ago, now based in Brighton where she lives with her girlfriend. She
is a poet and an intuitive painter. Izabela is pansexual and draws her
inspiration from discovering and embracing her sexuality, coming a long
way from being born in a homophobic country to finding her place in the
world where she feels safe and able to live openly. Painting is her
passion and writing poems and short stories an outlet to express her
emotional journey.

Sydney Cicchini

Getting Out Is The
Hardest Part

CN: Agoraphobia

by Jen Hughes
My house is my fortress
It keeps the world out, and keeps me in.
A cave in which to hibernate
A satellite hovering far enough away.
A heavy shell to protect me
For day after day
Insulated from the cold
And the overwhelming city noise
And the diseases.
Life is difficult
And in Spaceship Jen I can forget that.
I see the world from afar
For as long as I stay there,
Even as the dishes and the laundry pile sky high
Even if I don’t see another human being for weeks.
But how do I leave that place
That protects me from harm
Without someone else to coax me out?
We’ve been told to stay indoors
For our own safety for months
And now we must step out.

To leave the house off my own steam,
Not just a scuttle to the shops for snacks?
Now that takes planning
Determination.
Headphones with loud music to block out the noise.
Mask to block out other people’s air.
Antibacterial gel for my hands.
Purse to buy things.
Keys to let me back in when I’m done.
The minute I step out the gate,
I’ll be bombarded by the
Crowds, the cars, the buses,
The music won’t be loud enough to block it out
Completely
But at least I can focus on something
That’s not my discomfort or my overanxious brain.

I know I need to go outside.
The world is turning again,
People are emerging from their own spaceships
Into a new world
Make contact while it’s still safe.
I need to go outside so I stay sane
So I reach for the door handle and make those bold steps.

\
Jen Hughes (she/her) is a writer from Ayrshire, Scotland who has been
furiously scribbling her stories since she was seven years old. Most
recently, she has had poems included in Acumen's Young Poets section
and in two charity anthologies, Poetry in the Time of Coronavirus Vol.1 &
2 and will be published in an upcoming Federation of Writers anthology.
Her debut chapbook will be published by Dreich in late October.

Caitlin Rigney

Poem for Eddy / Phoebe
by Julia DaSilva
I started writing this for someone else. Someone
back at the beginning who said let’s hug
anyway, back before I let another false
start drop into the series of whimpering
ends lining this season stuck
in a zig-zag across Harbord Street,
lamenting a closed board game café.
Six mornings ago a golden
finch we have halfheartedly named
and who has attached to us with his whole
tiny heart began outlining a world
using our shrub-tree, telephone wire and
ivy-nested windowsill
as border landmarks—a puff
made of daffodil petals and black seeds who lights
on a freestanding coil of ivy to peck
at the glass like he’s testing our defences waiting
to be let in.

CN: Pandemic

I started writing and stopped when
I promised myself I was not going to write about masks
and the hours alone in my room.
It would be redundant, like asking if we would tell
our children we fell in love
on the eve of the apocalypse (or in the middle or
at the end)—it’s been the apocalypse
all along, the question
was will we fall in love, the answer
is I stopped texting her.
Every mask was a crude manifestation of the plague
that had already made every minute alone just
another minute of feeling my condition set up a terminal
to sell trinkets wrapped up as writing projects I don’t
want to write a pandemic story.
I’ll leave those for those who still talk
about going back to normal like finches
who’ve imprinted on a window they can’t enter and who won’t
even stop to eat the birdseed scattered
beside the ivy, instead rise each day at dawn
to fight the same mirage.
Finches peck at windows because it’s
mating season, my brother says, sometimes
they see in their reflection
a competitor—the pecking
isn’t begging for entrance for something
we failed to give it’s the flapping
of a knight who has made a lover and an enemy
out of flashes of sunlight.

When I tell my children about the summer
of the pandemic I don’t want
that false cloudy start on Harbord to be all
I have to show for how I’ve fought
myself every day to come
to the window again. I want them to see
the way I locked my bike in the village the weekend
that would have been Pride watched the streets fill
with life that refused this time to issue birth certificates
to corporations, the day
the dyke march was a second date and not a cruel joke
that let me convince myself there would be a first.
I want to tell them how the air came alive
with so much masked unreality it willed
itself into the real.
No, it’s a female, my mom replies, you can tell
by its colouring that it can’t
be fighting over a mate. She changes the subject: what
should we name her? My dad: “Eddy,
that could be a girl—you know, kinda butch.”
I agree but “Phoebe,” I say, for no particular reason.
Something in her squat black eyes, at once
angry and infinitely trusting,
slamming against us over and
over again:
You already know how to love me!
The way she stops pecking, gazes and chirps
when we bring to the window our parrot, Felix
(a girl but with African greys you can’t
tell by the feathers they wear).

Two observations: one,
my mom googling “gold finch symbolism,”
reading: finches are reminders to
appreciate what we have in the present.
It feels cliche to mention but I
would be angrily fluffing my feathers at me
too, if that
was the weight I had to carry by this house.
I wish Phoebe could know me at my
biking downtown holding all
my festivity in the springs under the bike seat.
It would be a start.

Two: later,
I brush up on my As You Like It.
In another summer suspension from the flow
of the world, Phoebe fell in love with Rosalind
(disguised as Ganymede), who tricked
her into marrying Silvius, so she (Rosalind)
could marry another man.
I like to imagine this finch is a Phoebe
who will not be tricked, this time,
into leaving someone she already knows
how to love—even if it means
bashing at her own reflection her own
worst competition and missing
the mating season arranged for her.

I know scientifically all this
is ridiculous and I’m supposed to be worried
about sanitizing my hands and
abolishing the police and trust me
I am. I guess it’s just the season
getting under my wings, or maybe I imprinted
on a dream reflected in a different summer—
but I want to let you in
and give you everything, anyway.

\
Julia DaSilva (she/her) used to be the queen of a magical country, until
she became an anarchist and set out to roam the worlds in search of a
fairy commune that will accept her as one of their own. She writes
fantasy as well as poetry, with a novel and a collection of short stories in
progress and a particular interest in the politics of magic systems. Her
poetry Eclectica, Rat’s Ass Review, Lychee Rind zine, Cathexis,
Sapphics in Lockdown, and the University of Toronto journals The
Spectatorial, The Strand, and Hardwire, as well as upcoming issues of
Storm of Blue Press Magazine and Half a Grapefruit. She is a guest in
Tkaronto/Toronto on Dish With One Spoon territory.

Amy Barton

Rotting Roots
by Kate Stevens
How frustrating it must be,
To be clawing at the walls of your cage,
Only to bruise and bleed your pride
Oh the rage!
Your tree is anything but hollow
Rings and rings of life A path I know to follow.
But now coated in a moulding strife
Underneath that rotting wood,
Are glowing gems of you
Faultless and everything to me
Can this really be true?
Your strength - and much more - defines you
More than any diseased bark
And planted saplings, that we are,
Will root deep and far.
\
Kate Stevens (she/her) is an island gal, Scottish theatre director, creative learning
practitioner, writer and general creative doer. Her writing is very often unedited, leaving
the piece to present as raw thought instantly transferred onto the page. She draws her
early inspiration from the works of Roger McGough, Brian Pattern, William
Shakespeare, and in later years, more contemporary poets and playwrights including
Nikita Gill, Phillip Ridley, and Lulu Raczka.

Kate Stevens

Loving Her Is Biblical
by Penelope Backin
feather-light kisses against her skin like angel wings in the wind
i had no idea what i was doing, a new believer in a new religion
the backseat of my car became a holy temple
as soon as her lips found mine that night
my head between her thighs and her fingers in my hair
every moment in my life had led me to be there
i could’ve gone for forty nights and forty days
because she’s the one who deserves to be praised
a perfect goddess with that look on her face
i knew then i’d never praise a god in any other place

\
Penelope Brackin (she/her) is currently a college student, but if she
could write and get paid for it, she absolutely would drop out. She is from
Houston, TX, she loves music and true crime shows, and she's secretly a
huge romantic.

Aleesha Lange

Kisses Softly Sown
by Scarlett Mueller
You’re a deity, a trickster being though you speak true to me always,
angelic though seeing you like this fills my mind with thoughts of sin
sweeter than honey mead and twice as intoxicating, you are the feeling
of summer though you don’t like the heat one bit, the wind in my hair
entering my window at night making me feel like I can breathe free,
you’re the whispering of rain on the roof above me and the yearning
that fills me when I think of you is more beautiful and overwhelming
than the smell after the rain has passed. Your eyes are as brown as
chai tea leaves and gazing into them I lose myself, your lips are as
sweet as raw sugar but unlike eating sugar kissing them gives me a
rush that lasts for weeks. How I long to touch you again, to gently trace
your cheekbones with those wandering fingers of mine, to hold your
hand and caress your neck, to softly sow kisses all over your silken
naked skin like one would plant flowers in early spring, your scent on
my pillow has faded but the feeling of your body pressed against mine
remains eternally embedded in my head.

\
Scarlett Mueller (she/her) is a transfeminine nonbinary person living in
southwestern Germany. She came out as transgender around 2016 and
as nonbinary in 2019 but has been writing poetry, especially slam poetry
since way before that. She identifies as a Butch Lesbian and is a strong
believer in mutual aid and anarchist theory as well as neo-pagan
spiritualism.

Aleesha Lange

what I learned from
your mouth
by SJ Valiquette

(16)
we used to kiss like questions
toes in the water
try this on for size
will it support the weight of our wanting?
(19)
next we kissed like rescue
lost sight of the bottom
flotation device
is this what the world wants from us and
will it save it from the truths we’re too afraid to give names to?
(22)
last we kissed like apology
a love letter on your cheek
equal parts relief and empathy
a sweet synchronized realization
I see you now

(27)
now we send letters
I miss you, but not in the ways that I used to
I know myself better now
you know yourself better now
I love you and I hope you are well
but mostly
thank you for being part of my becoming

\
SJ Valiquette (she/her) is a white queer settler poet, photographer, and
performer, living on the unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish,
and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.

Lindy Reeves

We've Been So Distant
by Three of Cups

We’ve been so distant,
I’ve felt so cold.
I never knew before love
Could be so bold.
You were so far from me,
For many years.
But now is a time
Of renewed fears.
In the past few months,
I’ve had more time.
Under you I sit,
Drink, dance, and dine.
I see you always, wherever I go,
In grass, in trees and will forever so.
The sun is my lover.
She is my high priestess.
She is my energy and will to live.
She is my everything, and my eternal giver.
\
Three Of Cups (she/her) is a bisexual writer from foreign lands. She
writes about the sun, the moons, the stars and the life that they give. She
practices nature-focused wicca, with an emphasis on building her bond
with the earth and the bounty it gives her.

Rory Fairman

CN: Car crash, mental health

The Steady Way to Easing
Whiplash & Other Traumas
by Rebecca Livesey-Wright

Take a long breath in through the nose
And exhale slowly through the mouth.
A flash of brown.
A flash of blue.
A flash of white.
Relax your shoulders gently tilting your head to
one side, and now smoothly on over to the
other.
A sharp pain.
A sharp sound.
A sharp stop.
Lift your heart as you squeeze your shoulder
blades together. Feel the tension and breathe
into it. Now relax.
The smell of smoke.
My child crying.
I'm shouting commands.

Lift your shoulders up to your ears. Breath into
this like a hug. Rotate your shoulders back and
bring them down as you breathe out.
I've got my child.
We're running.
Someone calls for help.
Move gently onto all fours. Inhale and stretch
your right arm up, a reaching for the sun.
Seatbelts slack.
Airbags limp.
Windscreen shattered.
Exhaling, reach your right arm under your body
and through the bridge your left arm has made.
Feel your face press into the floor. Welcome
this.
Explain.
Question.
Explain.
Inhaling, unfurl and bring your right arm back to
ground yourself on all fours.
Talk.
Breath.
Pause.

Repeat this with your left arm. Breathing
in. Breathing out.
Be held.
Hold.
Breath.
Come back to seated. Give thanks for this
moment.
Shake the shock out from the hips.
Painkillers for the bruises.
A massage for the sore neck.
One more breath in
And out.

\
Rebecca Livesey-Wright (she/they) is a 27 year old queer solo mum*
living in Glasgow, working freelance for organisations and projects within
the arts & culture and social & ecological justice spheres. Rebecca is
interested in experimental ways to approach poetry, and defines herself
as a mutli-disciplinary artist and writer. She has had her work exhibited in
the 'Home-Works' zine and exhibition curated by Spilt Milk Gallery,
Edinburgh (available to view online until 12th October 2020); been
commissioned to create a poem, 'Out of the Strong', alongside video
maker Rhia Laing (which can be viewed on Vimeo); has exhibited a
series of poems and photography at the 'Two Worlds Meet' exhibition in
Greenock, and devised a walking poetry performance for the UKYA
Festival in Derby.

Josie Tothill

Visual Artists

(in order of appearance)
Robyn Watt (they/them) is a photographer and climber from Glasgow,
Scotland. They aim to inspire through photographing the outdoor world in
all its glory. On the side, Robyn enjoys writing, with themes connecting to
their visual work. Other past-times include cuddling their cats and reading
books about philosophy.

Alice Godber (she/her) is a 21 year old artist and poet from Beverley in
East Yorkshire. She is the founder of the YADA YADA Spoken Word
group which held open mic nights pre-lockdown and currently are
producing podcasts during lockdown. A lot of her art and poetry focuses
around her journey of grief, using creativity to heal and express emotions.

Esraa Husain (pronouns indifferent) is a nonbinary creative writer,
academic and translator from Kuwait. They are currently based in
Scotland, and pursuing a PhD degree at the University of Glasgow
researching Scottish African women’s writing, migrancy, agency and
postcolonial contexts. When Esraa is not performing in spoken word and
open mic events, they go trekking through Scotland to capture the serene
landscapes.

Visual Artists

(in order of appearance)
Courtney Morris (she/her) is an English to Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) teacher hoping to move to South Korea in the near
future. Her main genres of writing include novels, short stories, and
monologues. Along with being a founding member of Sapphic Writers,
she also enjoys making Sapphic themed art and enjoys a pint with friends
when she’s got some free time on her hands.

Izabela Cios (she/her) was born in Poland and moved to U.K. over 15
years ago, now based in Brighton where she lives with her girlfriend. She
is a poet and an intuitive painter. Izabela is pansexual and draws her
inspiration from discovering and embracing her sexuality, coming a long
way from being born in a homophobic country to finding her place in the
world where she feels safe and able to live openly. Painting is her
passion and writing poems and short stories an outlet to express her
emotional journey.

Duna Haller (she/her) is a sapphic poet, writer, musician, journalist and
collagist from Madrid, Spain, part of @heartsparkpress and
@comicwatchhq , whose work focuses on mental health and LGBT+
activism and survivorship.

Visual Artists

(in order of appearance)
Amy Barton (she/her) is based in West Yorkshire and occasionally
(/currently) Norway seeing her partner. She has recently got back into
making things in her spare time, while enjoying current unemployment
rates as a fresh graduate. You can find her under the Instagram handle
@asanwen_ .

Sydney Cicchini (he/they/she) is a student at Penn State University
at University Park that is currently studying to be a digital artist and
animator. They also have a great amount of passion for writing and
space sciences! They have won several county and state scholarships
with their artistic submissions and wish to continue their long life
passion to work along side other talented artists!
After finishing her undergrad in Film Production, Caitlin Rigney (she/her)
is now studying a masters in Animation. Much of her work both in film and
art centres around sapphic women and non-binary folks. She is currently
working on an animated TV pilot about a bisexual space explorer who
ventures into a black hole.

Kate Stevens (she/her) is a bisexual Scottish theatre director, creative
learning practitioner and writer. Her writing is very often unedited, leaving
the piece to present as raw thought instantly transferred onto the page.
She draws her early inspiration from the works of Roger McGough, Brian
Pattern, William Shakespeare, and in later years, more contemporary
poets and playwrights including Nikita Gill, Phillip Ridley, and Lulu
Raczka. (note this will be replaced with Izabela's bio once I have it)

Visual Artists

(in order of appearance)
Aleesha Lange (she/her) is a lesbian writer and artist from Ventura,
Seiad Valley, and San Francisco, respectively and simultaneously. Her
work has been published in Transfer 116 and Quiet Lightning's sPARKLE
& bLINK 107. She currently serves as the Design Editor for Fourteen
Hills: The San Francisco State University Review. So far, she has been
on the development and design teams for 11 different books. Aleesha
has also created her own magazine, Ramblr, which publishes fiction,
poetry, and art. You can learn more about that project here: ramblr.me

Lindy Reeves (she/her) is a lesbian artist. She works mainly in oil paints,
charcoal, chalk pastels and some photography.

Rory Fairman (she/her) is a veterinary student and artist from Virginia,
but now finds herself in Edinburgh, Scotland for vet school (and hopefully
forever). She has been doodling since she could hold a pencil and started
taking art more seriously in 2017. Watercolor, ink, and digital are her
preferred media, but she loves trying new things as often as she can. Her
biggest artistic influences are Arleesha Yetzer (arleebean), Kasey
Golden, and Heikala.

Josie Tothill (she/her) values of folk tradition and the human place in
urban and rural landscapes, she creates playful materialist rituals for the
overthrow of capitalism. She has never made art alone. Her work is made
from the stories of people and landscapes and blurs the boundary
between them. The images shown in the zine are taken from her
film Whole which you can view on my website. Her Insta is @josie_tothill

About The Team

Emrys Mordin

Emrys (they/them) lives in Rutherglen,
Scotland with their partner and two cats. A
proud non binary lesbian with a background in
community activism, Emrys' current work
encompasses communities, theatre and
writing. With a strong focus on bringing people
together, they use arts as a tool for radical
change. Emrys founded Sapphic Writers in
April 2020 and is proud to work alongside such
an excellent team of creative sapphics.
When not working, they can be found curled up
with a cat, a hot chocolate and a good book.
Catch up with their work on
Instagram, Facebook and their website.

Alice Godber
Alice (she/her) is an Artist and Poet from,
Beverley, East Yorkshire. She is the founder of
the YADA YADA NOISE a platform for creatives
in Hull and the surrounding areas. It held open
mic nights in Hull pre-lockdown. And during
lockdown co-produced a series of spoken word
podcasts alongside working with West Hull FM.
Alice is also proudly one of the Sapphic Writers
founders. She wishes to continue building
platforms for people to share their words, come
together and find a sense of community with one
another. A lot of her Art and Poetry focuses on
using her creativity to heal and express her
emotions. Find out more about her at:
www.alicegodberart.com
www.yada-yada-noise.com

About The Team

Julia DaSilva

Julia (she/her) is a writer and climate
justice organizer whose poetry has
appeared in Eclectica, Rat’s Ass Review,
Lychee Rind zine, the University of Toronto
journals The Spectatorial, The Strand,
Hardwire, and The Voice, as well as
upcoming issues of Storm of Blue Press
Magazine, and Cathexis. She writes
fantasy as well as poetry, with a novel and
a collection of short stories in progress and
a particular interest in the politics of magic
systems. She is a guest in
Tkaronto/Toronto on Dish With One Spoon
territory.

Courtney Morris
Courtney (she/her) is an English to
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
teacher hoping to move to South Korea in
the near future. Her main genres of writing
include novels, short stories, and
monologues. Along with being a founding
member of Sapphic Writers, she also
enjoys making Sapphic themed art and
enjoys a pint with friends when she’s got
some free time on her hands.

About The Team

Michelle K Jamieson
Michelle (she/her) is a proudly workingclass, Glaswegian, research psychologist
and experimental creative writer, currently
finishing her PhD at the University of
Glasgow. She has lived experience of
complex mental health conditions and is
passionate about social justice that
actually does something. You can find out
more about her at:
www.michellekjamieson.com

About The Team
Meet our new
members!

Madelyn Mahoney
Madelyn (she/her) is a novelist
attempting to inject LGBTQ+ characters
into as many cis-hetero-dominated genres
as possible. If she isn't gaying up the sci-fi
and fantasy world, she is probably
begging her cat for attention or hiking.

Jess Magnan
Jess (they/them) is a freelance writer and
editor during the week and retires to queer
blogging each weekend. Their work at
ALesbianAndHerLaptop.com aims to bring a
diverse palette of queer stories to the world
and help other LGBTQ people feel
understood. You can find Jess in her
vegetable garden, rotating through crafty
hobbies, or rambling on Twitter
@koalatygay.

A zine by the Sapphic
Writers Collective

